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Gordon Watts <gww1210@gmail.com>

Re: Cook County EFile Pleading Confirmation - 2007-CH-29738
1 message

Robert More <anselm45@gmail.com> Wed, Dec 6, 2017 at 11:03 PM
To: Law@cookcountycourt.com, ccc.LawCalendarW@cookcountyil.gov, Diane.Shelley@cookcountyil.gov
Cc: Andjelko Galic <AndjelkoGalic@hotmail.com>, Andjelko Galic <AGForeclosureDefense@gmail.com>,
RIndyke@sbcglobal.net, PKing@khl-law.com, Peter King <PKing@kingholloway.com>, PMSA136@gmail.com,
PLShelton@sbcglobal.net, Joseph Younes <RoJoe69@yahoo.com>, JoeYounes@sbcglobal.net,
JanisS@mersinc.org, SandraT@mersinc.org, Gww1210 <Gww1210@aol.com>, Gordon Watts
<Gww1210@gmail.com>, Thirst Justice <thirstforjustice@yahoo.com>, "anselm45@gmail.com"
<anselm45@gmail.com>

Demand is hereby made of A.Galic to serve parties as is required by
law, a copy of his 11/30/2017 filing, which RJM certifies that he did
not receive in any form or fashion, be it postal mail, email,
e-service, or otherwise.

Motion is tendered to this nominal judicial body to compel A.Galic to
comply with service law.

Disclaimers of certain aspects of G.Watts' activity are included,
while raising certain orphaned arguments, in which 3-8-13 order by
Judge M.Otto supports many claims contained herein.

Documents List
RJM is including, in the attachment of this email, the following documents:
1. DaniggelisDemandForService120617.pdf (this filing)
2. DisclaimerVoice_20171205_180350.m4a (disclaimer in smartphone m4a
audio format)
3. DisclaimerVoice_20171205_180350.mp3 (disclaimer in smartphone MP3
audio format)

See cc list, and see enclosed.

RJM

On 12/6/17, E-Notice <enotices@uscourts.com> wrote:
> Type of Filing: MOTION
>
> Trace #: 17BB9BD3
> Date Submitted: 12/6/2017 9:32:00 PM
>
> Filed By: ROBERT JAMES MOORE
> Filed For:
>  MOORE ROBERT
>
> Filing For Government Agency: NO
>
> Documents Uploaded:
>  MOTION TO COMPLY
>

mailto:enotices@uscourts.com
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>
> Please do NOT reply to this message, as it is coming from an unmonitored
> e-mail address.
>
>

--
Afflicted by the uneliminable infirmity of the fallen human
conditiion, plodding on unrelentingly in the pursuit of cleansing from all
unrighteousness (1 Jn. 1:8), but hopefully  not derelict beyond the
threshold referenced in Matt. 25:26, et seq.  Neighbor,  on behalf of
the 37 million not entirely morally bankrupt  citizens of the former u.s.
of A. (the final obstacle to the Committee of 300's,long sought NWO -
 "component of the final obstacle", "CFO", for short)  who  do not lack the
capacity to at the very least force the Committee of 300 to  reduce this
country to a smoking graveyard in order to complete their demonically
designed and instigated N.W.O Agenda, but obviously, not by any express
designation in re whereto,
Robert J. More -  Lesser Deputy Guardian of the Catholic Cause Referenced
in Ad Sacerdoti Catholici and Protector of the Haven in the Heartless
World -An activity conductor who remains haunted by the specter of  the
Schiavo atrocity (what RJM understands to constitute the "NWO's Showcase
Atrocity") and all of the other atrocities which it exemplifies and
epitomizes, as an able-bodied adult who had had over 37 years  from the
date of his 7th B-day to prepare for that atrocity, but who stood around
the "deathspice" in March of 2005, looking for someone to order  the charge
- an order which was never issued, not conceived by a parent in whom there
(was) (is) any Jewish blood – therefore, not one of the “chosen people”,
nor willing to leave any of the "lesser brethren" who reject the
abominations of the Talmud exposed to hostility incompatible with any given
individual's own personal record of activity, as no one chooses the
religion of his or her parents, not  willing to participate in the shedding
of innocent blood, w/o just cause (nor  for that matter to risk incurring
culpability for any sin of any type at all)  - therefore not one of the goy
slavemasters, nor one of the rest of the 486  million goy slaves to be
retained, but rather one of the “to be  exterminateds” determined to enter
into eternity endeavoring to make  restitution to the innocents and
posterity, and beyond these, the regenerates as well - since their souls
 too are considered to be of inestimable value to His Omnipotence ("there
will be more joy in heaven at one sinner doing penance than 99 just men who
have no need to do penance," (Matt._:_), for RJM’s share of the blame for
the Talmudic-barbaric horror they have inherited (the regenerates
admittedly being responsible for a share of the blame for the consequences
of their sins of commission and ommission- apportioned according to the
magnitude whereof)(where would a list of the  component horrors whereof
even begin? – the first dozen, plus that came into RJM's  mind in
considering the subject are: deprivation of adequately safe water –
“fluoride”,  air –chemtrails, Fukishima, food – GMO’s, Codex Alimentarius,
etc., , parents  – depleted uranium, protection from criminal regulation of
every aspect of  existence re the global warming pretext/subterfuge, the
U.S. Const.’s Art. I, Sect. 8,  Cl. 5, protection of the purchasing power
of the currency, the Art. I Sect 2,  Cl. 3, Sect. 8 Cl. 1, & Sect. 9 Cl. 4
protection from direct  un-apportioned taxes, the protections of
4thAmendment designed to  keep Big Brother the Beast at arm’s length,
protection from orchestrated pandemics and the vaccinations  produced
purportedly to counter them, false flag terror acts, assassinations of
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individuals who are relatives &/or whose knowledge &/or priorities have
been found to be incompatible with the NWO agenda,  radiation exposure as a
new condition of air travel,  the protections of the 5th  Amendment Rights
to an Independent Grand Jury and Jury Nullification  Instructions, etc.,
etc., etc., and the protection of 2nd  Amendment Right to ensure the
accommodation of all legitimate reliance  interests via the maintenance of
commensurate strike capacity between the  Country’s citizens and its
government, the protection of the 1rst Amend Free  Exercise and Prevention
of Establishment of Religion Clauses and whatever  protection would have
been available from the lifework of any potential  geniuses and/or conduits
of apostolic graces, not to mention those who  had they been spared
the blades of Rahm Emmanuel & Barry Soetoro types of  specimens, would have
turned out to be at least “not entirely derelict  neighbors”, who have been
or will be, murdered in or shortly after having  departed from, the wombs
of their mothers), not to mention that an estimated 600 -  1000 trillion
dollars that such childen ought to have inherited  has been appropriated
via the appropriation, counterfeiting and extortion of  the Committee of
300 to the children of the slavekeeper class -  since such
restitution-making  constitutes the burden RJM understands himself to be
bound to continue to  bear pursuant to the contents of Matt. 11:30, as such
have been adequately and infallibly explicated via the authority instituted
in Matt. 16:18). (Time and space have not permitted enumerations of the
defraudments of  the protection of  the commerce, general health and
welfare, right to have laws faithfully executed, supremacy,  right to
republican form of government, equal protection, war powers, takings,
originization,
natural born citizen, clauses nor the  9th and 10th Amendments, and other
guarantees of  consideration instituted into the compact between the
government and its citizens which all are obliged to protect which is
supposed to be providing a structure within whose requirements and
restrictions all government activity is supposed to be kept conducted,
herein,  but FTR, the author of  the email in re which this conveyance is
contained remains committed to fight against the arrogations,
encroachments, usurpations, and depradations with which  this  Country's
burden-bearers have become  so painfully familiar to his dying breath. all
of the detriment incurred from the ongoing systematic suppression of
technological inventions and innotations  which have left the Country
"dependent" upon the string pullers and button pushers.
CFO for short.  - libera nos a malo (Matt. 6:13). living and dying by the
sword will evidently be far less difficult to justify than having rendered
unto Caesar what rightfully belonged to God

Anselm45@Gmail.com
*AAA-ISMA Branch #4 *
*http://thirstforjustice.tripod.com <http://thirstforjustice.tripod.com/>
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